
Over the last decade Shoreditch has undergone 
considerable gentrification, largely as a result of many 
creative industries starting up and developing there. 
Residents of note include Dame Barbara Windsor and 
Russell Brand; whose arty styles are described as 
being ‘very Shoreditch.’  
Lady Dinah’s Cat Emporium is a quirky cafe which 
was established in 2014 and is situated 100m from Shoreditch High Street 
Station. As a Christmas holiday treat my mum booked us an afternoon 
‘High  Tea.’ 

We weren’t quite sure what to expect as we entered the cafe, where a 
woman with multicoloured hair wearing a hairband with cat ears on it took 

us from the entrance to a small room with a sink where we were to wash our hands before going in. There is 
a ‘code of conduct’ which we were reminded of before entering; guests must not 
use flash photography, disturb the cats while they are sleeping or feed them 
human food. This all seemed like common sense to us as we have a cat at home.  

As we were taken to our table downstairs we were welcomed by thirteen cats all 
going about their own business, whether it be snoozing, having a wash or taking 
some exercise on the cat wheel - like a hamster wheel - but for cats! 

The ‘High Tea’ that we booked had a set menu but there was a plethora of 
different teas we could choose from including ‘Chantilly Cream Chaicha White 
Tea’ and ‘Genmaicha Popcorn Green Tea.’  I have to confess that we did just 
decide on a traditional Earl Grey. Before our food was brought to us we were 
handed a refreshing glass of sparkling Elderflower Pressé . All around us were 
obstacle courses designed for the cats, and in the background therapeutic - as my 
mum would call it - ‘facial music.’ Personally I feel as though it sounds like 
nursery rhymes with a toilet flushing in the background but after a while I did 
manage to enter into the intended trance like state as a result of it.  

A three-tiered plate was soon brought out to us. The bottom tier consisted of a tuna and sweetcorn and a 
coronation chicken sandwich made with rustic white bread. There was also a mushroom and cheese twist, 
with chutney to go with them. As delicious as they were we tried not fill up on them as there was a lot more 
food for us to enjoy! 
 

While we were eating we were entertained by the cats and the waitresses went around 
talking to us about them. The personalities of the cats were distinct from one another 
and we soon got to know each of them. My favourite was Tink - the daredevil - who 
spent the whole time we were there running around and showing off. I also warmed to 
Biscuit, who by contrast spent the whole time curled up in a little 
ball sleeping.  

On the second tier were the scones - one fruit and one plain. 
My mum and I split them so that we could try both. They were 
both delicious and still slightly warm, served with the          
conventional clotted cream and jam.  

The cats were not remotely disgruntled by having people around, in fact I’m almost 
certain that they were pleased to have our company. The cafe only lets 30 guests in a 
time and children have to be over 12 - so not to disturb the pampered felines. Guests 
are permitted to get up and have a walk around. We could stroke and play games with 
them using toys and also plastic boxes containing shredded paper. Tink was by far 
the most playful! 

There were macaroons, blueberries, salted caramel brownies, gingerbread cakes and a peanut butter cupcake 
on the top tier. The ones we still had room for were exquisite and they gave us boxes to take the remaining 
ones home with us (which they do not let you do at The Ritz!)  
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